LJP Waste & Recycle
Recycling Guide

PLEASE SEPARATE RECYCLABLES INTO TWO CATEGORIES

Place Recyclables in One Bin at Curb by 8:00 AM

CONTAINERS

* Place Together LOOSE in bottom of Recycling bin & NOT in plastic bags

PLASTIC BOTTLES

with narrow neck (milk, juice, water, detergent)

GLASS

Clear, green, brown, blue (Do Not Break)

METAL

Aluminum (beverage cans/pie tins, trays)

Tin Cans

MIXED PAPER & CARDBOARD

* Mix Together in a brown paper bag or bundle with cord and place in recycling bin

NEWSPAPER & INSERTS

COPY & COMPUTER PAPER

JUNK MAIL & PHONE BOOKS

MAGAZINES & CATALOGS

GREETING CARDS

BOX BOARD
(cereal, cake, chip and cracker boxes)

CORRUGATED CARDBOARD
(flattened and bundled with cord-maximum size is 36” x 36” by 6” high)

* NO PLASTIC BAGS ARE TO BE USED OR SET OUT.

* RINSE CONTAINERS CLEAN. LABELS ON CONTAINERS ARE OK.

* REMOVE ALL CAPS, LIDS, COVERS, O-RINGS, PUMPS AND DISCARD INTO YOUR REGULAR TRASH.

NOT RECYCLABLE:

- Plastic bags
- Styrofoam cups, packaging
- Cups, coffee filters, tea bags
- Plastic wrap
- Medicine containers

- Candy & gum wrappers
- Carbon paper, wallpaper
- Bathroom waste paper
- Photo, slides, transparencies
- Aerosol cans, paint cans
- Oil, antifreeze, & gas containers

- Window panes, mirrors
- Pottery, ceramics
- Disposable razors, needles
- Toys, dishes, glasses
- Plastic tubs, silverware, trays
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